were identified as deformation twins. This occurrence of deformation twin lamellae was then confirmed in natural samples by Varma [10] . Despite this finding being criticised in a review by Orlov [11] , recent transmission electron microscopy (TEM) work on both experimentally deformed [12] and naturally deformed diamonds [13] has confirmed the presence of these {111} deformation twin lamellae.
Traditionally, the primary indication that a diamond has been subject to plastic deformation has been the occurrence of macroscopically visible slip planes/deformation twin lamellae that occur parallel to {111} faces, as well as brown colouration. Only relatively recently has the quantification of deformation characteristics in diamonds, encompassing scales from nm to mm, becomes possible due to the development of the SEM-based electron backscatter diffraction analysis (EBSD) technique [14, 15] . A significant benefit of EBSD analysis over TEM work is that it does not require the preparation of very thin (~5 μm thick) slices of material; EBSD simply requires a suitably polished surface. Once deformation can be quantified through EBSD analysis, relationships between deformation features and other optical and chemical characteristics (e.g. Cathodoluminescence (CL), Secondary Electron (SE) and birefringence imaging, Raman and infrared (IR) mapping) can be established, offering new avenues of data interpretation. CL is often imaged to observe variations in defect concentrations that can highlight a sample's growth stratigraphy [16, 17] as well as any defects related to deformation i.e. slip planes [13] . SE imaging is restricted to showing surface topography and morphological variations that may be induced by deformation or subsequent damage, while birefringence is the result of straininduced optical anomalies [18] . Raman mapping can be used to qualitatively identify strain in the diamond lattice [13, 19, 20] , and IR mapping can resolve the spatial distribution of impurities, in particular nitrogen and its aggregation state [21] [22] [23] [24] .
There are obvious benefits in establishing causal links between characteristics that can be measured by different techniques. Furthermore, if we can experimentally deform diamonds at mantle conditions e.g. > 4 GPa and >1200°C, it will be possible to establish how diamond deforms under different P-T and strain-rate conditions. As in systematic studies conducted on other geological material and metals [25] , such experiments can be combined with detailed analysis of rheological behaviour and the developing microstructures [12] , to interpret the deformation and its links to the chemical history of the diamond. All of this will allow us to make inferences about Earth's otherwise inaccessible mantle.
An additional important implication of plastic deformation for diamond studies is the possible effect it can have on the rate of nitrogen aggregation. Presently, the rate at which nitrogen atoms aggregate with other nitrogen atoms is used to estimate either how long a diamond has resided in the mantle, or the temperature at which it has resided [26, 27] . This technique must assume that the aggregation process occurs at a known rate. A common misconception is that plastic deformation simply increases the rate of nitrogen aggregation. However, HPHT experiments investigating the effects of microstructure on impurity diffusion in diamonds have shown that the relationship between deformation (and resultant microstructure) and the rate of nitrogen aggregation is unclear [12] . Byrne et al. [28] have presented a theory as to how plastic deformation could lead to the break up of B centres (4 nitrogen atoms surrounding a vacancy) and create a variety of N3 (N 3 -V), H3 (N-V-N) and single nitrogen centres. Therefore use of the simple age/temperature relationship for nitrogen aggregation in diamond should be used with extreme caution, especially in samples that exhibit evidence of plastic deformation.
EBSD has been applied to studying polycrystalline synthetic diamond [29, 30] but to our knowledge, it has not been applied to the quantitative investigation of plastic deformation in experimentally deformed diamond. Recently, a variety of deformation features in polycrystalline diamondite were recognised utilizing EBSD [31, 32] , emphasising that experimental data are needed to interpret the deformation structures seen in diamond and in diamond aggregates.
Here we report a pilot study, combining a new method of deforming diamonds under HPHT conditions in a deformation DIA (D-DIA, a modified cubic-anvil press [33] ), and using EBSD to quantitatively analyse the deformation that has occurred. Deformation data are compared to a range of imaging techniques, including CL, SE and birefringence imaging using the MetriPol system [34] . For comparative purposes, two naturally deformed brown diamonds are analysed by these methods as well. The results show that the D-DIA technique can deform diamonds at temperatures and pressures relevant to nature, and demonstrate the usefulness of EBSD analysis for the quantitative investigation of plastic deformation in diamonds. The observed microstructures include deformation twinning, gradual crystal bending and continuous and discontinuous discrete high-and low-angle boundaries.
Samples
Seven single-crystal synthetic diamonds (provided by DTC Maidenhead) were used in the HPHT experiments described below ( Table 1) . The reason for using synthetic diamonds was to reduce the likelihood that the samples already contained any internal strain and/or plastic deformation. The lack of residual stress and strain was confirmed by birefringence imaging. Three samples (DD192, DD194 and DD197) were yellow Type Ib (containing 100-150 ppm single-substitutional, un-aggregated nitrogen), with their three sets of orthogonal faces parallel to {100}. The other four samples were colourless Type IIa (nominally nitrogen-free, i.e. b10 ppm). DD193, DD196 and DD198 have one pair of faces parallel to (100), and two sets of faces parallel to {110}. Sample DD195 had one pair of faces parallel to (111), one pair parallel to (−1 -12) and the final pair parallel to (1 -10). All seven samples initially were approximately 1 mm cubes.
Two natural samples have also been analysed to compare their characteristics with those generated during the HPHT experiments. Both are from the private collection of Dr H. Judith Milledge (UCL); they are brown diamonds from the Finsch mine, South Africa. FJM01, of rounded dodecahedral morphology, showed obvious growth layering on its surface, probably revealed by dissolution, while FJM02 appeared to be a broken fragment of a larger stone. Both samples are approximately 1 mm in size. Facets were mechanically polished on both samples Table 1 Description of the samples prior to experiments and the conditions they were subjected to. The details of the crystals' orientation within the experimental assemblies are also provided. to allow EBSD analysis to be performed. On FJM01 one face was polished roughly parallel with a (100) crystal face, while on FJM02 two non-parallel faces were polished on the natural fracture planes. The brown colour in both samples is homogeneous and does not show obvious graining.
Run

Experimental techniques
The HPHT experimental apparatus used was the deformation DIA (D-DIA; Bayerisches Geoinstitut (BGI), Bayreuth, Germany). The reason for using the D-DIA is that it contains two additional rams positioned in the upper and lower guide blocks of the original DIA apparatus. This allows the application of an independent uniaxial stress to samples that are already under HPHT conditions. This is in contrast to all previous HPHT diamond deformation experiments that have relied solely on mechanical anisotropy within the cell assembly with the application of hydrostatic pressure.
The cell assembly devised for this set of experiments used a 6 mm fired pyrophyllite cube compressed using 4-mm edge-length tungsten carbide anvils (Fig. 1) . The approach adopted for these experiments was to create a pronounced mechanical anisotropy within the cell assembly, placing alumina pistons above and below the sample so that the cell would be significantly stiffer in the orientation of the applied stress. The strain rate values given (Table 2 ) are those imposed on the cell assembly, they are not calculated from the deformation partitioned into the diamond. The series of experiments was split into two sets. Set I consists of two experiments, one with each diamond type (DD192 and DD193), which were performed at high temperature and high confining pressure and subsequently cooled and decompressed. Even though no differential stress was applied to the cell assembly, an average strain of 2.6% (Table 2) was observed in the two diamonds, as determined by measuring the crystal dimensions before and after the experiment. Thus, these experiments represent "near" hydrostatic experiments. Set II consisted of uniaxially deformed tests. The differential rams were introduced at a constant cell strain rate of approximately 3 ×10
. These strain rates are much greater than the strain rates that are thought to occur naturally in the uppermost mantle (10 −15 s −1 [35] ) but this choice of parameters reflects experimental time constraints. See Table 1 for details of the conditions for each experiment.
The procedure for all the experiments was as follows. The cells were taken up to pressure (P) over a period of 3 h. Once at pressure, they were taken to high temperature (T) by resistive heating using a lanthanum chromate furnace, over approximately 10 min. Once at pressure and temperature, the Set I experiments were maintained for 4 h before being quenched and decompressed overnight (ca 10 h), using the computer controlled system. For Set II, once the samples were at P and T, the uniaxial stress was applied by the advancement of the differential ram for 4 h. Due to the introduction of the differential ram, the system had to be manually decompressed after quenching. As a result, this decompression was performed over a shorter time frame of approximately 90 min.
The pressure and temperature conditions used for these experiments were ca 5.1 and 7.3 GPa, and between 1700 and 1800°C. These high temperatures allowed the thermodynamically driven processes to occur within the relatively short duration of the experiment but are higher than the actual mantle temperatures expected at the pressures used (1100°C and 1300°C respectively). For all experiments except DD195, samples were oriented in the cell so that the uniaxial stress was applied to a pair of {100} faces, i.e. along a [100] direction. In experiment DD195 the diamond was oriented with the compression direction parallel to [110] . The samples were recovered by cutting open the cell assembly. All the diamonds were acid washed prior to any analysis, to make sure that any material from the cell was removed. This means that if any graphitization occurred during the lower-pressure experiments (i.e. those outside the diamond stability field) it was not documented.
Analytical techniques
All seven experimental samples were optically analysed both before and after being deformed. Prior to the experiments, MetriPol and bulk-IR analyses were performed. After the experiments, MetriPol and Arrows labelled with σ 1 indicate direction of the two differential rams that apply the uniaxial stress to the Set II experiments. The two horizontal pieces of the thermocouple wire are actually encased within an alumina tube, which are placed within a groove cut into the surrounding cell assembly.
Table 2
Summary of the main results from the D-DIA experiments. The values of strain are given as percentages and represent the average of two different calculations. The first is obtained by dividing the change in length (parallel to the compression axis) by the original length. The second is calculated by dividing the change in cross-sectional area (perpendicular to the compression axis) by the recovered cross-sectional area. In a sample that retained its integral cube shape, the strain measure in one dimension would be equal to a negative value of the measure of strain in two dimensions. For the sake of the average strain value presented here, the negative nature of the two-dimensional strain measurement is ignored. The amount of crystal bending per 100 μm was recorded by the EBSD analyses. Nitrogen aggregation is a measure of transformation from C centres to A centres, given in percent of total nitrogen as A centres. DTL = deformation twin lamellae, DF = decompression fracture, BF = brittle fracture, MDF = major decompression fracture, EP = etch pits. IR analyses were repeated, along with SE and CL imaging in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). IR spectra along with SE and CL images were also collected on the two natural diamonds. EBSD orientationcontrast images were collected on all of the diamonds presented in this study. The MetriPol birefringence system used in this study is fitted to a Leica DMLP microscope (Department of Earth Sciences, University College London, UK). All analyses presented in this study were recorded using 550 nm wavelength light filters. Single bulk IR spectra were collected on each experimental sample using a Nicolet Magna IR 750 FTIR spectrometer (DTC Research Center, Maidenhead, UK). Nitrogen concentrations and aggregation states were calculated using the CAXBD97.xls spreadsheet. IR analysis on the natural samples was performed using a Nicolet iN10 spectrometer (GEMOC, Macquarie University, Australia) and deconvoluted using the same spreadsheet. The SE and monochrome CL images were collected on a Zeiss EVO 15 SEM (GEMOC, Macquarie University, Australia). Accelerating voltages were varied between 15 and 25 kV to obtain the best quality images. The samples were cleaned and carbon-coated prior to imaging.
Run
Full crystallographic orientation data were obtained from automatically indexed EBSD patterns collected on a Philips XL-30-ESEM-FEG (Department of Geological Sciences, Stockholm University, Sweden) and on a Zeiss Ultra Plus (University of Sydney, Australia). EBSD analyses were carried out directly on the experimental samples without further polishing. Working conditions during acquisition of EBSD patterns were 20 kV and 25 kV accelerating voltage,~0.8 nA beam current, working distance of about 20 mm, 70°sample tilt, and low-vacuum mode (0.3-0.4 Torr) (Stockholm University) and at high vacuum mode (samples carbon coated, University of Sydney). Patterns were acquired on rectangular grids by moving the electron beam at a regular step size of 0.05, 0.1, 1, 1.5 and 2 μm depending on the structures to be quantified. EBSD patterns were indexed using CHANNEL 5 software from HKL Technology-Oxford Instruments. The electron backscatter diffraction patterns from the diamond were automatically indexed by comparing the observed reflector intensities with those of theoretical reflectors. For this procedure, we compared to 50 theoretically calculated reflectors. In addition, high-resolution orientation contrast (OC) images were taken [36] .
Processing of the EDSB data was performed as follows. Firstly, noise reduction is carried out by replacing the non-indexed solutions by the most-common-neighbour orientation, following the procedure tested by Prior et al. [36] and Bestmann and Prior [37] . We present the resulting data in the form of pole figures and colour-coded maps. The crystallographic orientations of lattice directions and planes are plotted on the upper hemisphere of the equal-area stereographic projection. For map representation, misorientation angles between neighbouring data points have been grouped into low-angle boundaries of 1-2°, 2-5°and 5-10°misorientation and high-angle boundaries (misorientation > 10°). Crystallographic misorientations are mainly investigated using misorientation profiles, misorientation angle histograms and dispersion paths on pole figures (see below for details). Among all the combinations of symmetrically equivalent axis/angle pairs, we followed the general convention to select the pair with the minimum misorientation angle [38] .
Boundary trace analysis [36, [39] [40] [41] was used to constrain the possible active slip systems as well as the orientation of boundaries in terms of crystallography. Boundary trace analysis is a powerful method for determining the most feasible geometry of a low-angle boundary and the active slip system(s). This technique considers the 2D trace of a low-angle boundary on the EBSD map and the dispersion of the orientation data around a rotation axis for an area sampled across the boundary itself. In the case of a tilt boundary, the boundary plane must contain the two-dimensional boundary trace and the rotation axis [40] . The latter is identified on the pole figures as the direction with no or little dispersion. A plane at high angle to the boundary plane and containing the rotation axis represents the most likely active slip plane and must contain the slip direction. In the case of a twist boundary, the rotation axis must be orthogonal to the boundary plane.
Results
Experimentally deformed samples
The two experiments in Set I (i.e. quasi-hydrostatic) have largely retained their initial straight-edged appearance but experienced some decompression fracturing. While only a small portion of the top of DD192 fractured off ( Fig. 2A) , DD193 broke in half (Fig. 2J) . CL imaging reveals that both samples contain two distinct sets of macroscopically visible lamellae that are perpendicular to each other ( Fig. 2B and C) . SE images show that individual lamellae form slight elevations or depressions on the surface (Fig. 2D) . The lamellae are between 0.3 and 0.5 μm wide and are very well defined through EBSD as perfect micro twins, with {111} being the twin and simultaneous slip plane and a systematic rotation of 60°about the b111> direction (Fig. 2E-G) . The distance between individual lamellae ranges from~1 to 20 μm. Continuous bending of the crystal lattice between the twin/slip lamellae occurs to a minor extent and is less than 0.8°per 100 μm (Fig. 2H) . Crystallographic, CL and SE characteristics of sample DD193 are identical to that of DD192. DD192 has retained its yellow colour and IR analysis reveals no detectable nitrogen aggregation. DD193 has maintained its colourless appearance. First-order birefringence colours are now observed in DD192 but the pattern observed with the MetriPol does not correlate specifically with the lamellae seen on the surface (Fig. 2J) . We suggest that this is due to the fact that the MetriPol analysis was not performed parallel to the lamellae but at an oblique angle, so the strain fields being analysed will relate to the multiple lamellae occurring in the beam path.
Of the five experiments in Set II (uniaxially deformed), one (DD194) was recovered in many broken pieces and as a result, it was not in a suitable condition for any post-experimental analyses to be performed. Uniaxial deformation of sample DD195 produced a strain of 4.4%, resulting in a macroscopically noticeable modification of the original straight-edged cube (Fig. 3A) . In the recovered sample, the two faces perpendicular to σ 1 are now concave, while the four side faces have remained relatively straight-edged. It has also undergone some minor fracturing. The sample is no longer colourless but has acquired a fairly homogenous brown colour (Fig. 3A) . Strain-induced birefringence is clearly seen and shows a pattern of intersecting bands at~67° (  Fig. 3B) . Locally, twin lamellae similar to those observed in the samples recovered from the experiments in Set I are present (red arrow, Fig. 3C ). However, it is clear that they are no longer straight but appear bent. Crystal lattice distortions vary from 1.2°to 10°per 100 μm. Less crystal bending is seen close to the remaining straight edges (e.g. area 1 in Fig. 3 ), while most intense bending is seen in the centre (area 2 in Fig. 3 ) and close to the bowed sides of the sample (areas 3 and 4 in Fig. 3 ). In area 1 (Fig. 3) , crystal bending is relatively continuous with no distinct low-angle boundaries and dominant rotation axes. In areas 2 and 3 ( Fig. 3 ) subgrain boundaries can be continuous over several 10 s of μm and mainly follow a conjugate set of {111}. Rotation axes are always [112] , but the specific axis changes according to the orientation of the slip plane and position within the sample (Fig. 3D) . Sample DD196 experienced decompression fracturing similar to that seen in DD192, resulting in a serrated top surface. It has also lost its original straight-edged form and the surface (100) that is perpendicular to σ 1 is now significantly bowed (Fig. 4A) . The diamond has changed from colourless to a homogenous brown colour, slightly paler than that seen in DD195 (Fig. 4A) . Two distinct sets of {111} slip lamellae are at~70°to each other, while one of them forms the expected 54°angle to the stressed (100) face. Macroscopically, slight bending of these lamellae can be observed (Fig. 4A and B) . The diamond now contains strain-induced birefringence with parts of the pattern appearing parallel to the slip lamellae (Fig. 4B) . EBSD analysis reveals that, as in DD195 (Fig. 3) , continuous lattice distortions as well as distinct subgrain boundaries with misorientation of 1-2°are present. Depending on the location relative to the principal stress axis and stressed face, lattice distortions vary between 1°and 7°per 100 μm (Fig. 4D-G) . Slip planes are recorded in the {111} orientation, and lattice rotations occur in two specific b 112> directions depending on the activated {111} plane (Fig. 4H) .
DD197 has also lost its original straight-edged shape (Fig. 5A) , and its colour has changed from yellow to a homogenous brown of similar intensity to that seen in DD195. A significant strain-induced birefringence pattern has also formed (Fig. 5B) . In the CL image, slip planes and twin lamellae are clearly visible, and some minor fractures have developed (Fig. 5C ). Lattice bending does not exceed 4°per 100 μm (Fig. 5E ). Slip has again occurred on a set of two {111} planes at an angle of~70°to each other, with rotations around different axes, one b 112> axis and one b 011> axis (Fig. 5F-I ). IR analysis shows that around 37% of the nitrogen in DD197 has aggregated from C centres to A centres.
Sample DD198 contains two sets of abundant curved slip planes; it shows some minor fracturing and has lost its original straight-edged shape (Fig. 6A-D) . The sample has changed from colourless to a brown similar to DD195 and DD197. It has also developed significant strain-induced birefringence (Fig. 6B) . EBSD analysis reveals up to 18°o f misorientation per 100 μm. High misorientations are seen in the centre of the sample, with less deformation close to the straight faces (Fig. 6E) . Boundaries show misorientation angles of up to 12°, thus forming new grain boundaries. Lamellae are bent but still sub-parallel to two sets of {111} planes with rotation around b110 > on the macroscopic scale (Fig. 6F-I) . However, on the micron scale these can be shown to be twin boundaries (Fig. 6E) .
Naturally deformed samples
Natural sample FJM01 exhibits a relatively homogenous brown colour (Fig. 7A) , but CL reveals a quite complex growth stratigraphy (Fig. 7B) . There is up to 0.5°of lattice misorientation per 100 μm (Fig. 7C) and it shows continuous crystallographic bending perpendicular to a single {111} plane and rotation around b 011> (Fig. 7D,  E) . IR analysis shows that the diamond is of Type IaAB, i.e. it contains both A and B centres. It has a nitrogen concentration of approximately 370 ppm, with around 40% as B centres. The intensity (integrated area) of the platelet band is~65 cm −2 . Natural sample FJM02 also exhibits a homogenous brown colour, similar to that seen in FJM01 (Fig. 8A) . The fact that it was recovered as a fragment means that no morphological information can be deduced. CL shows a quite simple growth stratigraphy with flat, consecutive layers of octahedral growth (Fig. 8B ). There do appear to be some slightly bent lines cross-cutting the stratigraphy but these are not deformation twin lamellae. They probably are the result of polishing damage, or may reflect charging under the electron beam. There is up to 2°of lattice misorientation per 100 μm (Fig. 8C) and there is continuous crystallographic bending perpendicular to a single {111} plane (Fig. 8D, E) . The axis of rotation is not completely resolved by the EBSD data, and is either around b 011> or b112 > (Fig. 8D, E) . IR analysis shows that FJM02 is Type IaAB, with a nitrogen concentration of~800 ppm, containing around 30% as B centres. The platelet intensity is~100 cm −2 .
Platelets are interstitial carbon aggregates that are the by-product of the conversion of A to B centres [42] ; there is a linear relationship between the amount of absorption created by B centres and the intensity (integrated area) of the platelet band [42] . Samples whose IR data lie on this linear trend are termed regular, while those whose data fall below this trend (i.e. decreased platelet intensity per B centre absorption) are termed irregular. Irregular platelet characteristics are thought to be the result of a heating and/or deformation event breaking up these interstitial aggregates [42] , but as noted above, it remains unclear how the nitrogen defects are affected by these events. This further undermines the use of the nitrogen-aggregation data as an indicator of age/temperature of residence in the Earth for plastically deformed diamonds. Both of the natural diamonds in this study fall within the irregular category. Obviously, as the synthetic diamonds used in the experiments do not contain any nitrogen aggregation beyond A centres, this classification cannot be applied to them.
Discussion
As a result of deformation, single crystals of diamond behave similarly to other materials with FCC structure; they deform by activation of the {111} b 011> slip system. In all of the deformation experiments presented in this study, these {111} planes dominate the deformation. However, since there are always at least two sets of these planes activated, significant cross-slip occurs. This results in a dominance of b112 > rotation axes. Depending on which plane is dominant, different b 112> rotation axes are utilized (cf. Figs. 3-6 ), confirming activation of the {111} b011 > slip system. In diamond, the {111} plane is both the slip and the twin plane. The twins observed must have been deformation induced as no twins were observed before the HPHT experiments were performed.
This series of D-DIA experiments shows that twinning is an important mechanism for the accommodation of stress and strain in diamond. Here we clearly identified that the commonly observed {111} slip lamellae are in fact micro-twins that form under high pressure and temperature with minimal differential stress; they appear to represent the first step of the deformation process in these HPHT experiments. The generation of these twins in our quasi-hydrostatic (Set I) experiments probably reflects the mechanical anisotropy within the cell assembly. The fact that only minor lattice misorientation (b1°o ver 100 μm) was recorded in the Set I experiments is consistent with the samples maintaining their straight-edged appearances. The fact that the twin lamellae are themselves bent and kinked in the uniaxially deformed (Set II) experiments confirms that their formation was the first step in the deformation process, followed by ductile deformation. This bending, or kinking of the twin lamellae has been documented in naturally deformed diamonds [10] .
The three samples deformed at the same strain rate (DD195, DD196 and DD197) all contained peak lattice misorientations in the centre of the sample and close to the faces at which the uniaxial stress was applied. However, the maximum change in orientation varies from 4°t o 7°to 10°per 100 μm for samples DD197, DD196, and DD195, respectively (Table 2 ). It should be noted though that for DD196 the centre of the grain could not be observed; thus the maximum crystal bending was probably 2-3°higher than 7°. Interestingly, samples DD195 and DD197 have experienced very similar finite strain. However, the samples are orientated differently with respect to the principal stress direction (see Table 1 ), have different nitrogen concentrations, and were deformed at different confining pressures. These differences resulted in a more evenly distributed deformation in sample DD197, while in sample DD195 deformation was focussed in the centre of the crystal. The higher confining pressure may have assisted in focussing strain in the centre as slip along the sides of the sample was more restricted [43] .
DD198 was deformed at higher strain rates and exhibits higher finite strain (6.1%) than the other samples. This resulted in maximum crystallographic bending of 18°per 100 μm. DD198 exhibits internal boundaries reaching up to 12°misorientation, compared to the other three samples (DD195, DD196 and DD197) where subgrain boundaries of 1°to 2°are observed. Furthermore, the twin lamellae are significantly bent due to increased plastic deformation. We suggest that the higher strain rate resulted in proportionally higher dislocation density, while the rapid recovery from the HPHT conditions resulted in the retention of the high-angle boundaries. While the mechanism of plastic deformation induced in these HPHT experiments is consistent with our knowledge of diamonds, the amount of lattice distortion generated is more than that seen in the naturally deformed samples studied here. This is to be expected; the strain rates applied to the experimental samples are much higher than those expected to occur in the mantle. Such high strain rates will favour generation of high dislocation densities and therefore high lattice distortions [44] . This is due to the fact that at high strain rates, annihilation of dislocations is insignificant compared to the generation of new ones. Nevertheless, the principal slip system observed in the experimental samples is the same as that activated in the two natural diamonds. Interestingly, in the natural sample FJM02, it is possible that only one of the {111} slip planes is activated and the rotation axis is [011] (Fig. 8D, E) . This confirms that if several slip planes are activated, as in the Set II experiments and FJM01, cross-slip and climb occur and rotation occurs more dominantly around [112] .
As discussed above, the occurrence of plastic deformation in diamonds has long been associated with both brown and pink colour in diamonds. While the exact cause (i.e. the specific defect responsible for the relevant absorption) of the pink colour is unknown, a model involving vacancy clusters has been proposed as the cause of brown colour [45] . While the data presented in this study do not shed any light on the exact cause of either colour, it is clear that slip and the generation of {111} twin lamellae are possible without the creation of any colour, as seen in the Set I experiments. The Set II experiments all showed varying levels of brown colour, but due to the abundance of multiple slip planes, no colour graining was observed. Also, the natural diamonds contained relatively homogenous brown colour without any deformation twin lamellae being present.
In general, deformation twin lamellae in diamonds are very poorly described in the literature. Many early studies [10, 46] placed more interest in the etch pits that decorate these {111} lamellae. Varma [10] stated that, compared to experimentally deformed samples of diamond or diamond-like structures, the {111} lamellae were far less abundant in natural samples, commonly separated by several microns. Shiryaev et al. [12] used high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) to identify a single mechanical twin plane, but did not resolve any more or describe their abundances. A recent study of twin lamellae in natural pink diamonds by Gaillou et al. [13] provides the best description of these features. In their study of nineteen rough, gem-quality pink diamonds, Gaillou et al. [13] observed that the lamellae were between 0.8 and 1 μm wide, but contained multiple twin domains. In all the lamellae, the twins occur as pairs. This is something also seen in all of our experimental samples and is characteristic of "gliding twins" [47] . TEM analysis of one 770 nm-wide lamella by Gaillou et al. [13] showed that it contained six twin domains. It is within these lamellae that the pink colour (graining) is observed. This concentration of colour in the {111} lamellae is also reported for brown colour in many natural diamonds [45, 48] . The more coloured lamellae present, the more intense the colour of the diamond [13] . The deformation twin lamellae observed in the experimental samples from this study have a similar width as previously reported and also occur in pairs. However there is a lack of multiple twin domains within the individual lamellae in our samples. It is unknown whether this is the reason for the absence of obvious graining, but it is thought to be more likely to be due to the activation of multiple {111} slip planes masking the effect.
It is interesting that neither of the two natural samples analysed in this study showed any evidence of containing deformation twin lamellae. While the results of the experiments show that the formation of twin lamellae is the first step in the deformation process, followed by crystal lattice distortion, this is not necessarily the case in natural diamonds. It is possible that very small strain rates over hundreds of million years allow for small amounts of lattice distortion without the generation of deformation twins. Unfortunately there are no EBSD data from natural plastically-deformed diamonds in the literature for comparison. To the authors' knowledge, only Cayzer et al. [15] have published quantitative deformation data on diamonds; they used EBSD to analyze the diamond surrounding inclusions suspected of having a lower mantle origin. They showed that the over-pressure created by the expansion and resultant phase change This study highlights the power of EBSD for the investigation of plastic deformation in diamonds. A broad analytical programme is required to confirm the amounts of lattice distortion seen in naturally deformed diamonds; this may show some quantifiable differences between pink and brown diamonds, as well as naturally annealed colourless but deformed diamonds. It will also help to provide further characteristics of the deformation twin lamellae in natural diamonds (size, frequency, distribution) and whether their absence in brown and pink diamonds is common. Combining this technique and the subsequent dataset with a more extensive HPHT experimental programme may provide insights into the P, T and stress regimes responsible for specific deformation features observed in natural diamonds. This could give us a clearer understanding of the events that deform diamonds within the Earth, and when in the diamond's history these events occur.
Conclusions
We report the first study of its kind to apply the D-DIA HPHT experimental apparatus in the investigation of plastic deformation of diamond under mantle-like conditions. It is clear from the data presented that the experimental technique used has been successful in its primary objective of deforming diamond. Also, the structures formed during the experiments, namely the {111} twin lamellae, have exactly the same characteristics as those reported in naturally deformed diamonds [8] [9] [10] 12, 13] . Detailed EBSD analysis shows that the commonly reported {111} slip lines are in fact deformation twins with a width of 300 to 700 nm and a spacing of~1 to 20 μm. These twins form as a first response to differential stress under the experimental HPHT conditions with very little subsequent lattice bending (b1°per 100 μm). Further differential stress results in continuous crystal bending (4-18°p er 100 μm) including bending of the {111} twin lamellae and formation of low-angle and high-angle boundaries. At the same P and T conditions, higher strain rates result in higher misorientations across newly formed boundaries. In all experiments, dislocations and associated crystal lattice bending, as well as low-and high-angle boundaries, are dominantly related to the slip system {111} b110>. When slip occurs on multiple {111} planes, rotation occurs around b 112> axes.
EBSD analysis of two natural brown diamonds (0.5-2°lattice bending per 100 μm) suggests that the amount of lattice misorientation created in the experiments is probably in excess of what is achieved in nature. Also, no deformation twin lamellae were observed in the two natural samples. While this study has shown the power of EBSD analysis for an investigation of plastic deformation in diamond, there are few data with which to compare our results. So it is unknown whether deformation twin lamellae are present in almost all naturally deformed diamonds, or whether it is common for deformation to occur without their initial generation. Far more EBSD analysis is required to confirm the amounts of lattice distortion seen in naturally deformed diamonds, as well as the characteristics of the deformation twin lamellae in natural diamonds (size, frequency, distribution). Furthermore, the study reported here shows that a combined analytical (CL, SE and birefringence imaging, IR spectroscopy as well as EBSD) and experimental approach offers the opportunity to markedly improve our understanding of the effects of plastic deformation on nitrogen aggregation, impurity and defect migration in diamonds and provide a database for possible strain rate estimates for naturally deformed diamonds.
